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Abstract- In the networks, its utmost important to send
the data securely and with integrity or correctness. The
proposed aims to improve the security using the
encryption of the network IP address and the
encryption of the message.
Index Terms- Encrypted Messages, Encrypted IP

1. INTRODUCTION
Internet Protocol (IPv6 or IPng) is the cutting-edge
time of IP and it is the successor of IP structure 4
which is commonly used nowadays. The headway of
IPv6 started in 1991 and was done in 1997 by the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), and was
definitively used in 2004 when ICANN added IPv6
addresses to its DNS server [1].
Information moves between hosts in bundles across
over networks, these parcels require tending to plans.
Using IPv4 and IPv6 these bundles can recognize
their sources and besides find their objectives. Every
contraption on the Internet needs an IP address to talk
with various devices, and the advancement of the
Internet incited a prerequisite for another alternative
for IPv4, in light of the fact that IPv4 can't give the
required number of IP address far and wide [2].

Fig 1 IPv6 Addressing
The area space in IPv6 is significantly greater than
the area space of IPv4, and it went from 32 bits to
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128 bits; figuratively speaking, it went from 4 billion
conveys to 340 trillion of fascinating area [3]. IPv6 is
proposed to give remarkable conveys to everyone on
earth. This augmentation in area space won't just give
progressively intriguing area anyway it will moreover
make coordinating less requesting and cleaner in light
of its dynamic tending to and increasingly clear IP
header [2].
The IPv6 tending to structure is planned to give
similitude existing IPv4 networks and allows the
nearness of the two networks. IPv6 does not simply
deal with the issue of lack that IPv4 is causing,
anyway it is similarly updates and improves a part of
the features that IPv4 has [4]. IPv6 uses 128 bits
tending to plan that is addressed by
16-bit hexadecimal number fields confined by colons
":". Using this setup makes IPv6 less chaotic and
screw up free. Here is an instance of an IPv6 address
[5]:
2031:0000:130F:0000:0000:09C0:876A:130B

Fig 2 IPv6 Datagram
Additionally, this area can be contracted using a
couple of principles like pressing the square of zeros
to a single zero like this [5]:
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2031:0:130F:0:0:9C0:876A:130B or 0000=0
Furthermore, dynamic fields of zero can be addressed
by twofold colons "::", yet it is simply allowed once
to use a twofold colon, so the above model will be
contracted to this:[5].
2031:0:130F::9C0:876A:130B.
2. RELATED WORK
Shikhi Singh, Rohit Singh , 2017 [6] In current
Internet steering design, the switch doesn't inspect or
affirm the exactness of the source address passed on
in the group, neither has it secured the state data
when sending the bundle. Thusly the DDoS assaults
with satirize IP source address can realizes causing
the security issues. In this paper, their point is to
shield the assailants from assaulting some spot
outside the IPv6 edge organize with created source
address in the fine granularity. In this makers have
proposed a twofold security count, when scramble
the message just as encode the key similarly as IP to
which the message is to be send. The IP address is
splited into the four areas and in like manner the key
of 4 characters is used in their computation which is
used for scrambling the IP by adding its ASCII
motivating force to the all of the IP part and the last
piece of the IP address is connected with the key in
solicitation to also encode the key.
R. K. Murugesan and S. Ramadass, [7] Recently,
IPv6 address the board has pulled in progressively
vital intrigue and trade after recommendation were
made to present contention by having a choice rather
than the current game plan of IPv6 address scattering.
This paper depicts an elective strategy for the
apportionment of IPv6 addresses called the Country
Internet Registry (CIR) appear. The proposed CIR
model would serve despite the current Regional
Internet Registry (RIR) show with the objective that
the customers can investigate whom they wish to
acquire their IPv6 addresses. Elective plans presented
for IPv6 address assignment would support in giving
an engaged area in IPv6 address the officials. This
forceful condition would help-in making the RIR's to
be progressively open to customer needs, help to
vanquish oversight if any by the RIRs, and give
overhauled administrations at a more affordable cost
to the customers.
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D. Gu, Y. Xue, D. Wang and J. Li, [8] makers have
entered the transitional period some place in the
scope of IPv4 and IPv6. Regardless, overseeing
IPv4/IPv6 combination and advancement includes
some absolutely new issues. Considering the
organization issues amid IPv6 change, designers tried
to propose IPv6 orchestrate virtualization engineering
(VNET6). VNET6 has its very own organization
show reliant on reflection. A headway count and
autonomic control circle are unequivocally planned
to automate provisioning of virtual resources and
theoretical IPv6 advance administrations. The
appraisal of their sending demonstrates that: VNET6,
in a dynamic and autonomic overseeing way, can
support IPv6 course of action and IPv6 change
administrations.
J. G. Jayanthi and S. A. Rabara, [9] In the Internet,
centers are recognized utilizing IP watches out for
that depend upon their topological region. IPv4/IPv6
translation advancement includes address mapping
some place in the scope of IPv6 and IPv4 center
points and the methodologies used to disentangle
protocols, where centers are in their specific IP
variation of framework. A point by point think about
is made on the IPv6 tending to design, distinctive
IPv6 arranging frameworks and acquiring care-ofaddress. The examination evidently reveals that IPv6
tending to in IPv4 framework and the other path
around are not considered. The paper brings up the
need of IPv6 tending to in IPv4 orchestrate and
propose another tending to framework with an
obvious execution strategy, while not limiting any
IPv6 portable center to meander just in IPv6 based
frameworks. The as of late masterminded IPv6
address in the recommendation is suggested as
P46CGA, which incorporates the enlargements to
IPv6 stateless tending to instrument, cryptographic
techniques, IPv4 switch address. Utilizing IPv4
switch address in IPv6 tending to in IPv4 mastermind
helps substitute switches in the internet to perceive
successfully the present zone of IPv6 center and to
develop correspondence between them. The primary
point of convergence of the recommendation is to
enable an IPv6 portable center point to wander
moreover into IPv4 based framework and get
adjusted other than meandering in IPv6 based
framework.
J. Lee, J. Bonnin, I. You and T. Chung,[10] IPv6
flexibility the administrators is a champion among
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the most testing examination subjects for
empowering convenientce administration in the
pending versatile remote organic frameworks. The
Internet Engineering Task Force has been working
for creating beneficial IPv6 convenientce the board
protocols. As needs be, Mobile IPv6 and its
developments, for instance, Fast Mobile IPv6 and
Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 have been delivered as
host-based compactness the officials protocols. While
the host-based conveyability the administrators
protocols were being improved, the framework based
adaptability the board protocols, for instance, Proxy
Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) and Fast Proxy Mobile IPv6
(FPMIPv6) have been institutionalized. In this paper,
makers explore and dissect existing IPv6 flexibility
the board protocols including the starting late
institutionalized PMIPv6 and FPMIPv6. Makers
perceive each IPv6 flexibility the board protocol's
characteristics and execution markers by looking at
handover exercises. By then, makers analyze the
execution of the IPv6 adaptability the board protocols
to the extent handover idleness, handover blocking
probability, and bundle hardship. Through the
coordinated numerical results, makers abbreviate
examinations for handover execution.
S. Praptodiyono, R. K. Murugesan, I. H. Hasbullah,
C. Y. Wey, M. M. Kadhum and A. Osman,[11]
Internet Protocol variation six (IPv6) was arranged
and made to handle the issue of exhaustion of current
Internet address. IPv6 furthermore presents different
points of interest including address auto-course of
action framework which empowers host to selfproduce its own one of a kind IPv6 address without
the closeness of a DHCPv6 server. It is one part,
among others, given by Neighbor Discovery Protocol
(NDP). In any case, the protocol does not have a
worked in security instrument and its messages were
exchanged without security check as such leaving the
framework feeble against abuse by toxic center
points. A pernicious center point could aggravate or
change the IPv6 address auto-age process that will
leave the disastrous loss without an IP address
required for correspondence or having a wrongly
formed area. The NDP standard proposes either
IPSec or SeND to confirm the instrument.
Unfortunately, both security frameworks have been
generally considered and were represented to have
real drawbacks that limit their execution and
gathering. This investigation proposes Trust-ND to
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confirm IPv6 address auto-plan instrument reliant on
a conveyed trust framework. Investigation result
shows that this framework is logically lightweight
and uses less exchange speed while still prepared to
fulfill the required security feature.
3. PROPOSED WORK

Fig 3 IP Encryption Work
The proposed work works in the two phase, the first
one focus on the encryption of the network ip address
of type IPV6. The process of work is shown in the
flowchart in fig 3.
The similar concept is also adopted for the decryption
of the IP and the validation of the genuine IP is done
using the SHA based algorithm.
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There is no single group or structure that will offer
completion affirmation against each hazard to your
framework, so it is fundamental to try to use different
layers of security for your framework. The proposed
work utilizes the SHA put together approval with
respect to the IPv6 address approval and proposed the
SHA based approval of ASCII esteem moving
content encryption. In the paper, the resultant figure
content is attempted over the distinctive on the web
and separated instruments for testing the nature of the
figure and the result got are great.
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Fig 4 IP Decryption Work
4. RESULT ANALYSIS
The SHA 256 hash generated is validated using the
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Table 1. Result Analysis
5. CONCLUSION
A champion among the most fundamental pieces of
framework security is the various layers of security.
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